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Education

2021 - Current

Computer Programming Department, Waterloo Career Center
Gained experience using multiple programming languages including Python, HTML,
CSS, JavaScript, SQL, and C#. Has experience in both Linux and Windows operating
systems. Currently specializing in Virtual Reality Development and Ethical Hacking.

Experience

Summer 2021

Summer Technology Institute Leader, Waterloo Career Center
Helped plan and run a summer program for middle school students interested in
computer programming. Thought of fun, programming themed activities for students to
do, taught students basic programming lessons, and kept students engaged and on
track throughout the week long program.

Fall 2021 - Current

Research & Development Intern, UNI Center for Educational
Transformation
Assisted in research and development of multiple community oriented projects using
technological knowledge, creativity, and critical thinking skills. Disseminated research in
the form of infographics and social media. Currently managing the company Twitter and
LinkedIn pages, working on the dissemination team to create infographics, and working
as a Virtual Reality Developer for certain projects.



Skills

Computer Programming
Has experience in many programming languages that can be used in Web Development,
Game Development, and Virtual Reality Development such as:

● Python
● HTML
● CSS
● JavaScript
● SQL
● C#

Cyber Security
Has basic knowledge and experience in the field of Cyber Security. Can navigate both
Windows and Linux operating systems. Is experienced in using both Linux and Windows
command lines. Is currently an active member of the nationwide CyberPatriot
competition through the Waterloo Career Center, and is working to develop skills in both
Offensive Penetration Testing and Cyber Defense.

Social Media Management
Experienced in managing company social media platforms such as Twitter and LinkedIn
for research purposes.

Research Dissemination
Currently working on the Center for Educational Transformation Dissemination Team.
Creates infographics that display statistics and facts. Also utilizes social media to
disseminate research.

Certifications

Microsoft Python Certified

Unity Certified User (Programmer)

Unity Certified User (Virtual Reality Developer)


